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it's fairly straightforward to use xdvdmulleter to convert a game iso to dvd. the output will be a dvd
image which will play on a dvd player. it will also save the dvds as an iso file. xdvdmulleter is a free
tool, but it is in beta. so be prepared to run into problems. in the search box below you can search
for xdvdmulleter. the first link is a forum post where you can find the download link. if no other links
are found, it is safe to assume that the xdvdmulleter software is not available for download.
xdvdmulleter is a free tool, but it is in beta. so be prepared to run into problems. once you download
xdvdmulleter it will unpack the files to a folder. it should be easy to find the folder you want to
convert. (you can find the folder by pressing ctrl+h in the file manager. once you are in the folder
where you want to save the dvd, you will want to press the button labeled "burn" to begin the
process. make sure you have the correct format selected. if it says "iso" click that. make sure to
select the right iso file. if the file is iso 9660, you can click the button labeled "ok" to start the
process. make sure your drive is connected to the computer. press "burn" again to confirm the
burning of the dvd. once the process is done, you can find the folder where the dvd was created.
now you can unpack the iso and delete the original file. if there is a.exe file, you can run that. in my
case it was called "xdvdmulleter.exe". it should be easy to find in the file manager. just right-click on
the folder where you have xdvdmulleter and you should be good to go. make sure to read the
instructions. a lot of people have used this tool before. so you can save yourself some time by
reading through the instructions.
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the result is that you now have "curl/7.43.0" installed. then i copied the script to my home directory
and made it executable. then i had to update the path environment variable to include the

"curl/7.0/bin" directory. then i did: it can be found on https://github.com/xdvdmul/xdvdmulleter. i
only changed the executable name (from dvdmulleter to xdvdmulleter) and the "xdvdmulleter-xbox"

part of the filename to "xdvdmulleter-360". i then used: to run the program and confirmed that it
told me it was running on a 360. then i selected install to disk to make a iso file from the iso image
that i made with the first command. it should ask you to provide a directory for it to make an iso in.
after i entered the directory it asked me if i wanted to remove the original iso image and replace it

with the iso file that it made. i said yes and then it told me it was installed in
/usr/local/bin/xdvdmulleter. once it finished making the iso file, i went to the directory where it was
made to confirm that it did make an iso file. i then selected launch xdvdmulleter -360 and it opened

up the program. from there i can select add files.. and then select the folder that i want the files from
the original iso to be added into. after i press start it will continue to load all of the files from my

original iso into the iso file i made, etc. when all of the files from the original iso are loaded, it will ask
you if you want to use an option that uses a region free (rf) disc which can be used on the 360 and

ps3. you have to select this if you are using the. 5ec8ef588b
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